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The spectral reflective characteristics (SRC) of the natural formations are
obtained practically as a discrete sequence of values r(1,),i:1,.., ,n of the
reflective index oi the formation. This permits the SRC description through
the vector lip X(xu. . ., xn) in the finite multidimensional space with dimen-
sionality..n, in which the subject descriptive signs are x,-=rQ"i). SRC are
stochastic functions because of the natural dispersion oi the fbimation pa-
rameters. This property _o! theirs necessitates the use oi statistical proba-
bility methods of the sRC classification even when the measurement er-
rors are so small as to be neglected. From the point of view of minimi-
zation of _the probability ( for an error of lst gender (,,omission',), or an
error of 2nd gend_er (erroneous identiiication ufalse alarm"), most'suitable
proves to be the Bayes method of the minimum risk at the sRC classifi-
cation analysis. In the general case, when the autocorrelative SRC matrix
is not diagonal, the analytical conclusions become very difficult. But in
some particular cases_it is possible to formulate relatively simple criteria
of the risk function ( magnitude at the determination appirrtenairce of the
vector-observation X(xr, . , , xn) to one of the two classes - k or m. For
instance, the risk function simplifies considerably at the following limiting
conditions:

a) Stgqs x are independent (particularly n:l),
b) SRC of the two vector-realizations are connected with the relation:

r^(1,) : (l * @)ruQ"), @ : constK 1 .

rameters &h7 ltn;: the mathematical
ex onstant 7 is the
va the risk lunction
R ng a coordinate
equal approximately to

(l) n:@lV
(after neglecting the high powers of @).
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then the value of R is smalle r at a great absolute value of* 4.Of course, these limiting conditions are quite strong (condition (b) in
p.articular), but they provide-a possibility for inalytical i:onclusions thr6ugh
the criterion (l). They can serve as an orientation for the situation in the
general case of the SRC nondiagonal covariance rnatrix.
. Th. gpace oI X(xy. . , x,) can be formed not only through r(2), but

also by the r(1) transformations with a suitable operator. Such a trbirsfor-
matiorr has justification of performance only when the risk function value
could be reduced in the transformed space. Paper [3] shows that the auto"
correlative transformations :

n

(2) C,uk i : ) 1 
111,7 - rQt t rt) J, q : ztJ, . j, j : t, . . ., nf 2, lt : h +r -'t; =:const,

t-1
n

(3) cu\): ZlrQ)-rQ.i{t))2,
I=L

improve the risk function for the cases described by the limiting condi
tions (a), (b) and (c) with the increase of the lri I valui, The transfoJmation
(3) is_given by Kolmogorov [1] and the transformation (2) is defined in l2l.

This paper examines the generalization of (2) and (3), namely :

n

As in that case, ,Q is deterrnined by the

(4) 'c(ri): )11r1t,1-r(1,*,)llN, N: 1,, . ., 6.
i:l

We shall accept equation (l) as an effectivity criterion of this trans-
formation. The studies in paper [3] show that Cu from equation (3) leads to
a smaller value ol i rl I than C^ trom equation (2). In the generil case this
justifies the examinatibn of thii' ratio

(5) Q:r! *, ?.*-:'*.- rl * @wV w_*
Taking 

. into c_onsideration the limiting condition (b) and equation (4),

, we obtain the small parameter Q, by the relation

(6) c!{)Q,):(r*@)NCIPQl.

If we neglect the high powers of @ in (6), we would obtain @n:N@
and then

(7) @yf @y_*: Nl(N-m).

In order to study the V1v-*f VN ratio it is necessary to determine the
expressions lor p"* and o", of C(ff) for an arbitrary N. This can be realized

by the use of the deJinition equation (4) and of the dispersion equation
of a normal distribution composition.
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In equation (4) the
pressed as follows:

\rv: ),aixi,

" -t""oi,: Z d?L .

llh rcalizatlon 11 (1,) of a given class can be ex-

(9) rt(1,):7(t)a/ri(x''),

wheie r(A) is the mathematical expectation of rin l,; for the examined class.
r1(l';*t) is expressed analogously :

(ea) rt(l' i I t i) : rQ' i lt ) { lt 1(1 t l, ).
Taking into consideration that there follov,ts frorn condition. b) that

7<1, the-high powers of /r1 can be neglected and then we obtain after
the substituti-on of (9) and (9a) in (4) in a first approximation:

(10) cl*'* ZI(i,-y,)'*N(i,-y,)*-'(/xt,-21!i)),j=1

whefe it is marked foi convenietlce z xi:v(/'), !i:r(k*t)'
It follows from equation (8) and (10) and condition b) that:

:-_
(ll) C(ff): )'(xi-yr')N,

i=l

-1_(12) o'c*:V'N' ZGt*Yt)2(N-D(i2+!\,
t=l

The ratio VulVn-* is expressed by equatiotts (ll) and (12) in thefol-
lowing way:

Ther.e'follows from form

it can be written by triple indices:

(13)

(14)

of
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X C*,-r)*-* l- | Z ti t - y t)2(N-t) @? +i\l
-ll-i--l J Lr'=1

n -lr n

/ tT, -il'(N-'"-l) @? + n1l ll 2 a,-n'l*



t4) i:l''"'n'
(laa) 9- -, j:1,..., /t,

i, j, h h:l' "' r lt,

at:lxi-!il, bn:x7*!2n

In order to evaluate the effectivity of the N increase, it is necessary
to examine the extremums of lJ with respect to N (for that purpose equation
(14a) is suitable), and the extremum of ttre structure ot r(t1(equatidn (14)
suits. the purpose). In particular, the following system should be solved :

(15a)

(r5b)

(l5c)

dQf dx,:9,
dQldy,:0, i:7, ... , n,

daldN:0.
There follows from (1a) that (15a) and (lSb) contain xi and y, in

a symmetric manner, i. e. the results from (l5a) will be valuable also for
(lsb). We obtain for (l5a) in a developed form:

1A1)
( t 6a) 7 # : t t n B(N - m) (a - 1 )N-ru-r J - / [(N- t) (x - y tlz 

u-t(x,,+ !1)

* (x i - y'72<w-tlxiljC D - {ClD w 1i' - 7)u-'
I Dl(N - nr - l) (x t - ),,)2( 

N- m) -3 . (i? + y, + @ . - y1z<u - *-1) . x tl1. AB,

where

C - Z 6,4.)2(N-n-t) . (rt, + !?),
i:1

n

B - 2' @ i - !')2(u-tt. (x', * !?),

The sums A, B, C, D in (l6a) are independent ol the index l, and xi
as well as y, takes part in the remaining part of the equation in an equal
manner for the different values of the index l. Therefore, the system (l6a)
is reduced to a single equation, representing a polynomial of 

-x. Stiil, ii
we take the ditference x1-li by module (aceording to the definition equa-
tlon ( )), then y, participates symmetrically to x for each i and in all equa-
tions. That is why, the simultaneous sitisfaction of (l6a) and (l6b) demands:

(17) xr:!,.
But it follows from the de{inition equation (a) that if (17) is fulfilled

then x: const.

a:liv,-D,-*l ,

o=lZu,-ol.f
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The derivative (15) is expressed in a developed form by the equation

l"y 
- * 

" 
y - * azu( 

N - D ou ou al@ - m- t) bzul n

(16b) r#,: h,p,q,r' 

l,,lr,y,),"r;._,,_rq
-0.

(i, j, k, p, 4, r):1, . . . , tr.
Obviously (l6b) is annulled also by the condition x:conSt. Therefore,

O from (l4a) has an extremum and it appears when r(,l):sens1.
At N*co the sequence I@,-y,)\, i:1,..., z tends to the sequence

{0,0,...r0,(xi-y).u*}, j:1,...,r(, where K is the number of thebiggest
and equal in size differences (xi-y)^u*. That is why the conditions for an
extremum of (l4a) are realized at .A,/--+.o.

A direct verification can prove that the extremum defined by the sy-
stem (15a7, (15b) and (lSc) is a maximum.

Conclusions

According to the results obtained, each power autocorrelative function, de-
fined ,by equation (4), dinrinishes the risk function of equation (l) when its
power index increases. But we sho rld not forget that these results have
been obtained under . the following lirriting conditions : V<1, ru(X) :
Qn@)r^(1),@<l.The increase of the power indexA/ leads to an inciease
of the role of the neglected terms in the development of pcN, acN and.
(I+@)rv; for example, at Nll0 their contribution in some cases could be
higher than 30-40 per cent even when y:0.05 and @:0.05. Neverthe-
less, at relatively small values of N, it is possible to look for"an optimum
of each concrete set of classes. It is proba6le that this optimum would be
shifted towards the great values of N, when for each on6 of the zl,l-classes
there exists at least one wavelength ,1, in which this class has the highest
values ol r(),), compared with the other classes.

If we take into consideration the higher powers ol lx and lg in the
expression for Cjirl in equation (10), then the distribution ot Ct6 would
1o^t be a.composition of normal distribution, therefore equations (11) and
(12) would not be valuable as sufficient parameters of 

-that 
disiribution

description. Ttris would complicate considerably the analytical conciusions
for the effectivity of transformations (4).

Notwithstanding the fact that t
are quite limited, they do provide
transformation (4). The verification
of multidimensional distributions sho
information for r(tr) has to be trans
Iative functions, according to (4), and the Bayes procedure of the minimum
risk or sorne other convenient criterii should be applied to this file.
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Crenessas ayroKoppefiqqvoHHal Syurqun

T. K. flnea

(Pesr,oue)

I,lccneAoeaHbr cBoficrBa ayroKoppenflIluouHofi QyHruHH sn.qa

C fu ) : ) lr(1, i) - r(1, i ! q)l*,
l:l

l{e m -IIeJIOe 
[OJIOXI4ITeJIbHOe qHCJIOT ti-IJJA| I(OppeJIflUHI4,

1, - uesaaucrMaff nepeMeHHas, r(1) 
-BaBHcHMaE 

[epeMeHHaF.
Floraeano, qro npnMeHenne C(27) n r.naccu@uKaIII{oHHoM aHaJIIrse croxa-

crr,rqecKr..ri curHaJroB Tvrr'a rQ'i) yMeHbmaer Qytt*qt{to pficKa rlptl HopMailbHoM
pacrpeAerreEHil r().).
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